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FIRST DAY PACKETS
 Please be sure to fill out the forms that were sent home in the first day

folder. The school handbook is located on our website, and it contains a

lot of important school information. Please be sure to read the whole

thing and sign the form acknowledging that you read it. If you would like

a paper copy, please see the office. When filling out the emergency cards,

please write down at least three different emergency numbers.
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DROP OFF AND PICK UP PROCEDURES

Please pull all the way over next to the sidewalk and do not let

students out in the middle of the street.

Students may not get into cars that are double-parked or in the

middle of the street. We do not want students to get hit by a car.

Please do not do U-turns in the middle of the street. It holds up traffic

in both directions and can cause an accident.

Please stay out of the red zone.

Parking lot is for parking only. If you are not pulling into a parking

spot and vacating your vehicle to pick-up your child, please do not

enter the parking lot.

Please drive slowly and exercise patience and respect during pick up

and drop off. 

We have drop off and pick up procedures to keep everyone safe.

Unfortunately, we have had some close calls already. Please, please,

please observe the following:
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VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
We need you! We are looking for volunteers to help out at school - to help

with supervision, help in the classrooms, school PTO sponsored activities

and more! Please see the office for the volunteer packet and fingerprinting

information, If you are committed to volunteering and would like assistance

with the fingerprinting fee, please see the office. 

ENROLLMENT/CLASSROOM LEVELING
Our enrollment varies from year to year. The first three weeks of school are

used for classroom leveling. We are currently overenrolled in certain classes

and please be aware that there may be some movement next week. We are

doing what we can to make the process the least disruptive to students as

possible. Thank you for your patience during this process.

VISITOR PASS
If you will be leaving the cafeteria or going past the front black gates, please

be sure to sign in and get a yellow visitor's pass.

DROP OFF AND PICK UP PROCEDURES CONTINUED
Please use the crosswalk when crossing the street.

Please do not go around cars and drive in the opposite lane of traffic.

Please do not block driveways or crosswalks.

Please stop completely at all stop signs and let students cross the

street.

PAID OPPORTUNITIES
We have two paid opportunities at the school as well. We have a two

hour yard duty supervisor position that will be posted soon and we

have a two and a half hour aide position for our RSP class. If you are

interested in either, please call the office and we can help you with the

application process. Both positions are every day M-F.
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QUESTIONS?
If you have questions, you can always call the office or email:

Ms. Samantha Garcia - Office Clerk: samantha-argo@scusd.edu

Ms. Tracy Hirschinger - Office Manager: tracyhi@scusd.edu

Ms. Laura Butler - Principal: laura-butler@scusd.edu

CHRISTMAS IN CORDOVA
Christmas in Cordova is back! If you would like to sign up for this great

opportunity, please see the flyer attached to the email.
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BACK TO SCHOOL NIGHT
Our Back to School Night is scheduled for 9/21/2022 from 5:30 - 7:30. We

will meet in the cafeteria at 5:30 for introductions and important

school updates. Then family members will be released to classrooms to

listen to teacher presentations. We look forward to seeing everyone

there!

PICTURE DAY
Picture day is scheduled for October 13th. More information coming

soon!


